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ボカロに代わって歌ってみた

You know me　っす。

Yo, what's up?

先着特典：フルカラーポストカード
付いてきます！
当ビル地下にて開催中！

夏祭 初音 鑑

月に酔うて
影に舞う
歌う花一輪
初音ミク

大好評公演中

8月21日～8月29日
ベルサール池袋
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CompMusic is a research project funded by the European Research Council and coordinated by Xavier Serra from the Music Technology Group of the Universitat Pompeu Fabra in Barcelona (Spain). It aims to advance in the automatic description of music by taking a culture specific approach. It carries research within the field of information technologies but taking an interdisciplinary approach. The project focuses on five music traditions of the world: Hindustani and Carnatic music of India, makam music of Turkey, Beijing Opera, and Arab-Andalusian (Magreb) music.

Project highlights:

2nd CompMusic Workshop Program
Proceedings of 2nd CompMusic Workshop
2nd CompMusic Workshop videos
2nd CompMusic Workshop blog post

Hindustani collection
Carnatic collection
Turkish makam collection
Beijing Opera collection
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LATEST NEWS

Xavier Serra gives a keynote at SMAC/SMC 2013
25/07/2013 - 08:19

Xavier Serra gives a keynote on CompMusic at the join conference of...

CompMusic presentations at the UPF
10/07/2013 - 11:50

On July 9th we had a general meeting of the MTG in which we presented all...

Vignesh Ishwar and Kaustub Kanti Ganguli sing in Barcelona
02/06/2013 - 18:30

LATEST BLOGS

Indian Art Music concerts in Barcelona 09/07/2013
Kaustub Kanti Ganguli from IIT Bombay (India) and Vignesh Ishwar from IIT Madras (India) visited MTG for a research stay and as a part of their visit, two concerts were organized jointly by CompMusic and Phonos...

Arab-Andalusian Music 06/04/2013
On February 2013 I made a trip to Morocco, together with Mohamed Sordo, to attend an Andalusian music festival in Fez and to meet with the musician and musicologist Amin Chaouch in Tetouan. This was the first trip to Morocco in the...

Applause and Aesthetic Experience 08/01/2013
M.V.N Murthy, collaborator of CompMusic that part from being a physicist is an excellent Veena player, wrote this very nice article about the aesthetics of Indian art compared with the European one, specially talking about music.
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Lyrics and music

Chinese is a tonal language

妈 ma1 — “mum”
麻 ma2 — “hemp”
马 ma3 — “horse”
骂 ma4 — “to scold”
吗 ma — “?”

Hypothesis: performers try to reflect tone contours in the melody in order to make lyrics understandable.
Conclusion

• Musical instruments <---> Voice

• Singing voice synthesis <---> Speech synthesis

• Timbre models --> Musical models

• Lessons learned from Hatsune Miku
Thanks